Mk3 vr6 wiring harness

A: No, it does not use factory fuse box so you do not need to ship us the entire fuse box. All
MK4 1. A MK3 harness will only have one plug so the connector from the ecu to the large round
twist lock connector is all we need. We cannot accept just the left side of the ECU. If you do not
have both sides we can always source but that is an additional fee. As a core isn't required, we
highly recommend you provide the one that matches the ECU and motor you are swapping. This
simplifies the process of looking for a known good harness on our end which sometimes can
add weeks to the harness construction process. We require the entire wiring harness from ECU
to fuse box only. In later models like MK5 R32 the engine body harness and engine harness is
all integrated. We need the ECU connectors with the wires coming out of both sides of the ecu.
Along with the wires going to the throttle pedal as well. Schuylerville, NY Please note: the
average turn around time is anywhere between weeks, once we receive your core harness. If
you do not have a core harness to send in, we can not provide an approximate build time due to
fact that we will need to source a core harness for you. Please be patient and feel confident that
we will finish your harness as fast as we possibly can. If you have any questions, please email
us at: info eurowise. Eurowise parts, are sold for off-road use only. All performance
modifications and installations are at the customers own risk. Eurowise Performance
Fabrication Inc. Items sold for off-road use only are illegal in many states and provinces and are
intended for racing vehicles which may never be used on a public road. Eurowise Shop Rabbit
Build. Do you have an engine harness core? No core. Engine model :. OEM Style Friction tape?
No thanks! Yes Please! You can install VW motors in virtually any car. Fabrication of course is
always required for the engine mounts but the wiring is simple. Harnesses come bare, however,
we can supply Tesa Style Cloth Tape. All our standalone engine harnesses come standard with
battery leads, relay holders, and integrated relays. Relays are extended so they can be
positioned next to the main ECU connector so it stays dry. OBD2 data link connector when
applicable. These are some of harnesses we make, if you don't see it listed just send us an
email at: info eurowise. Ship us your good un-cut harness. We bench test all harnesses at our
facility to ensure proper operation before shipping. If your engine or hardware has issues prior
to installing our harness or you haven't verified the engine runs properly please keep in mind it
can be difficult for us to diagnose your prior mechanical issues timing, cam, crank sensor,
ignition system etc. We can offer troubleshooting at an additional cost vs taking your car to a
shop to repair. We highly recommend always replace all vital sensors needed to run the engine
when doing a build to ensure parts are in functional order. Now comes the difficult part, the
wiring. I know you offer a plug and play wiring harness and I want one. I have a few questions
though, Do you first need my harness to build it or do you have harnesses in stock? A: A core
will need to be mailed into the shop to have the harness modification completed. Unfortunately
these harnesses have become hard to come by, and we do not have any modified harnesses in
stock. A: Yes the harness is for a deleted emissions system Q: I am using all vdo gauges does
your harness supply me with a tach signal and speed signal? A: Speed signal you will have to
obtain the correct cable for the transmission which is separate from the engine harness. The
tach signal is a little more tricky. It requires a converter to get the tach signal from a 4 cyl - 6
cylinder to work properly. It will not start without an immobilizer deleted. Before putting any of
the harness in simply "crank" the engine and make sure it cranks "normal" When hooking both
harness battery leads up be sure to fuse the leads AT the BATTERY with 30 amp fuses for
safety of harness and car in case of chaffing or shorts. Online Sales or email us at info
eurowise. Related Items. Eurowise Dolly 1. Eurowise aluminum coolant flange 06A MK1 VR6
conversion axle. Great job. Standalone harness vr6. Great service, amazing turn around! View
All Customer Reviews. Discussion in ' Engines ' started by rubjonny , Nov 8, Log in or Sign up.
Club GTI. How do all! Finally decided to write a new OEM guide containing everything I have
learnt over the last couple of years making looms and trawling diagrams! If in doubt check the
various wiring diagrams in the link in my signature Also if you have a diesel engine make sure
you read all the diesel notes carefully as there are a few pins which differ vs the petrol looms.
The process for all the MK4 looms I have seen so far is basically the same, just a few tweaks
required depending on the age and type. The DBW pedal makes no real difference on its own as
that is wired straight to the ECU anyway, so requires no thought apart from how to fit it to the
car. Also for the section with the coloured plugs you have early and late type, though the early
ones were only made for a year or so. The early looms have a couple wires switched over but
apart from that they are the same as the later type, they have a green plug rather than white so
easy to identify. Now to get started. All you really need from the donor MK4 are both halves of
the ECU loom, then to make the loom my way you will also need a 10 or 14 pin plug cut out of a
donor MK4 so the 2nd half of the ECU loom can simply plug in. Early MK4 looms use a 10 pin
plug, later looms use a 14 pin. They carry the same signals however the pinout is slightly
different but I will cover this later. From now on I shall refer to this plug as T10a or T14a as this

is how it is labelled in the VW wiring diagrams. The T14a plug is found tucked next to the battery
clipped to the chassis, its pretty well buried! Cut out as much length on the wires as you can, it
will make it easier to fit later. Ok now you will need to either remove the engine loom from your
own car, or find another engine loom with the same fusebox plugs on to use as your base. If
you have a MK1 Golf you can use any engine loom you like really there's no difference once you
strip out the bits you don't need. In fact if you start with a carb loom it actually makes your life a
little easier as it has an extra pin you will need later which the kjet GTI looms don't have! If you
have a CE1 MK2 Golf try to get a digifant engine loom, this is the easiest base to start from. You
have the early type where the engine and lighting looms are separate and the later looms where
its all bundled together. Ideally you want to get the same type as fitted to your car, otherwise
you'll have a lot of faffing ahead of you. Keep all the oil and coolant wires as well as the wiper
wiring. If you have terminal removal tools it can be useful to pop pins out of the housings rather
than snip the wires, plus make a judgement call on the condition of your wiring if its all grotty
you may have to chop it back a bit further till you get to nice fresh copper. Either way this wire
is earthed to the side of the head, but for neatness you can earth it inside the car if you like. On
a related note CE1 cars with MFA will have connections for the outside temp and oil temp
sensor separate to the fusebox which you'll want to keep. Once you've trimmed it all back you
should be left with something like this: Next fully strip the large plug MK4 ECU loom of its tape.
If you plan to map out the post-cat lambda s you can remove the wiring now, or leave it and get
shot of it later on. Also you can remove the starter and reverse switch wires, you may want to
put this to 1 side for later depending on the condition of these wires in your old loom. I extend it
to reach the battery, but as long as you have a good clean earth point anywhere will do. Next if
you have a loom with an ECU relay make a choice now, you can either leave the MK4 relay box
in place or chop it out and fit the ECU relay above the fusebox. If you decide to move the relay
pull the purple wire from it back to the fusebox end of your ECU wiring, we will need this later.
Then the glue should chip off easily. Should end up with something like this note PAS switch
not chopped off yet Ok getting there! When I make my looms for MK2 Golf I mount the ECU in
the middle of the scuttle just under the wiper motor using the middle hole in the scuttle near the
coil, I also pull the wiper loom back across and put it thru that hole as well chopping it down to
suit. This leaves the old wiper grommet hole spare for the small ecu plug. On a MK3 loom I run
the large ecu plug in with the wiper loom on the driver side, leaving the ecu grommet on the
passenger spare for the other loom. On the MK1 again I use the wiper loom hole into the scuttle,
though you may want to make the hole larger if its an older car. Top tip from Hilux in another
thread for this job: Next its time to join your 2 looms together. Lay them both in your engine bay
where you want them and tape together. MK1 owners rejoice as the MK4 loom should reach the
fusebox no problem, but MK2 and MK3 owners will have a fair bit of extending to do. Take it all
out and lay it down on your bench, now for the fiddly wire joiny stage! MK3 Golf starter motor
wire already fits the MK4 starter so no worries. Is fed by ECU relay power on diesel models. ECU
relay power on diesel models see diesel notes below make a judgement call where to take the
feed from, based on how much load will be on this feed. DBC have pretty much nothing on this,
DBW have a fair bit more load but then you may decide to delete most of it. Only in use on some
engines, often either low load or for things that can be deleted. As above make a judgement
based on what is fed from this pin to decide how to power it if at all. On R32 looms this only
feeds SAI and carbon canister, both of which can be deleted on convertion looms. Glowplug
relay for diesel models see diesel notes below. I have information that you put 12v to this wire
then switch on ignition and leave it on for a while when you want to flash the ECU see page 2
but that's all the information I have currently! Also needed if you want launch control. Either
way I would recommend you at least run the wire so you can add the switch later if need be.
Last edited: Jan 7, Joined: Jan 26, Likes Received: Location: aberdeen. Joined: Feb 13, Likes
Received: 0. Thanks so much.. Joined: May 6, Likes Received: 0. Hey guys. I am having two
issues. Sometimes I flip the key and it won't go off, sometimes it will. Well done for this. I'm sure
it will come in handy. Last edited: Dec 1, Hilux , Dec 6, Ives, Cambs. Hi I have a mk2 gti and will
be doing 1. I already have the engine and wiring looms and would like to know which wires to
splice using the 5 pin connector in the mk2 plenum chamber to the mk4 loom. Dezbo , Dec 18,
Last edited: Dec 19, I am about to drop a AGU motor and gearbox into my mk3. I have a
question. Will I be able to use the stock mk3 cluster with the stock mk4 ecu and harness. Only
issue really I can see from here is making the harness reach the fuse box thanks for the
awesome thread. You can probably leave cluster wiring in place and wire the rest into the
fusebox to pick up connections. Cool thanks. Was worried that I would be sitting for along time
having to splice things together. Just hope the install on Saturday goes in with much pain and
the choice of taking everything out of the mk4 jetta and dropping it into the cabrio will work with
out too much fuss and bother apart from the gearbox,. Not sure what fusebox the 3. I will need

to do an immob delete at some point. Any recommendations as to who can do this for the best
price? Dezbo , Dec 30, Great thread! Last edited: Jan 3, Stilios , Dec 30, Joined: Nov 28, Likes
Received: 49 Location: some where in the uk. You must log in or sign up to reply here. Show
Ignored Content. Share This Page Tweet. Your name or email address: Do you already have an
account? No, create an account now. Yes, my password is: Forgot your password? This site
uses cookies to help personalise content, tailor your experience and to keep you logged in if
you register. By continuing to use this site, you are consenting to our use of cookies. Accept
Learn More Use original wires for starter motor, or if you can de-pin it nice and you're
converting a CE2 MK2 Golf this wire will actually fit the mk2 fusebox and reach. Permanent live
to ECU on petrol models. Fuel pump live for lambda heater, MAF, carbon canister etc on petrol
cars. Fuel pump relay earth trigger for petrol models. MPG signal, bin on MK2. I've heard reports
the signal is compatible. Later Corrado and MK3 can use this signal directly see notes. Same as
clutch switch seems you can have issues without, either way run the wires just in case. Ignition
live feed for speed sender, unused unless you have electronic speedometer. ECU relay power
on diesel models see diesel notes below. New but old stock, Wiring harness loom for front
lighting, believed to fit early models, so later models may require adaption or have options
missing. Fits Golf MK3 with engine codes; onwards from the below engine codes year wise
approx late and up until approx VW Genuine OE. Your email address will not be published. Save
my name, email, and website in this browser for the next time I comment. The team is online at
all hours though may only answer 9am to 10pm GMT Monday to Friday and 12pm to 11pm at
week ends. GMT excludes bank holidays. Best Offer. The application process is simple, takes
around 5 minutes for you to complete, is carried out online with a decision made within 30
seconds of completion. Applying for an instalment plan is similar to applying for a new credit
card. The details you provide are checked against public registers, such as credit-rating
agencies. Description Additional information Reviews 0 Shipping Questions? Additional
information Weight 0. Reviews There are no reviews yet. Rated 5 out of 5. Rated 5. Buying Tips.
We endeavour to provide as much detail in our listing descriptions as possible and to the best
of our knowledge. As such please read all information carefully, particularly read important
notes in the description, and do not rely solely on title or compatibility information, which, at
best, is often a guide and not conclusive. Titles, are on the whole, accurate, but may contain
keywords which could lead one to assume fitment suitability. We shall endeavour to supply the
part as pictured and described, unless stated otherwise in the listing description. If you have
any questions or seek any clarify regarding fitment and compatibility please email or contact us
via live chat BEFORE purchase. Should you purchase an incorrect item, due to making
assumptions based on the above any returns will be the responsibility of the purchaser. Much
like buying the wrong size shoes, even though the shoe size may be stated and correct size, not
all feet are the same size, car parts can be similarly compared for simplicity, as each model has
different axle weights or engine sizes and factory options of which we can not always pre
determine. Should an incorrect purchase be made due to an assumption being made or not
reading the listing correctly or seeking clarification of fitment then the return shall be the
responsibility of the purchaser. We do our best to resolve any errors on our part and expect
buyers to likewise do the same, should they have bought in error. In short; Ask before buying if
unsure or the part number is not stated, we can also check a VIN if asked for many parts,
though can not clarify fitment in all cases and may ask you to check additional information such
as engine size or axle weights. Good communication is one aspect of our highly rated customer
services, so please feel welcome to start the conversation before buying as we can often help to
ensure parts are correct for your car. But still want the parts? We hear you! You can now tell us
your best offer. Click the chat buttons or Best Offer button, this will start a chat, tell us the
product and your best offer. Reasons we may not accept best offer Offers may be declined if
lower than what we consider reasonable or feasible or if parts are already discounted. We may
also suggest a price to meet you somewhere in the middle. Please do not be offended if we do
not accept your offer. You are as welcome to ask, as we are to accept, decline or haggle. Want
to make a higher offer? We offer a easy returns policy. Easy as â€¦.. We are keen to help. Parts
must be returned to us within 30 days from the day of receipt, any returns after this time will not
be accepted. They must reach back to us in a new and re-saleable condition, or exactly as we
sent it and as you received it. The only exception to this is for parts damaged on arrival, which
must be reported to us within 24 hours of receipt. Get the Refund or Replacement Return the
goods to the address provided on your invoice, your refund or replacement will be processed
within 2 working days of receipt. Select which gift you prefer and it will be added to your order.
Gift choices subject to availability. How Do I Apply? A: No it does not use factory fuse box so
you do not need to ship us the entire fuse box. All mk4 1. Other Important Info: Always send
both sides of the ecu harness. A mk3 harness will only have one plug so the connector from the

ecu to the large round twist lock connector is all we need. On mk4 we also need both sides of
the ecu. We cannot accept just the left side of the ecu. If you do not have both sides we can
always source but that is an additional fee. As a core isn't required. We highly recommend you
provide the one that matches the ecu and motor you are swapping. This simplifies the process
of looking for a known good harness on our end which sometimes can add weeks to the
harness construction process. We require the entire wiring harness from ecu to fuse box only.
In later models like mk5 r32 the engine body harness and engine harness is all integrated. We
need the ecu connectors with the wires coming out of both sides of the ecu. Along with the
wires going to the throttle pedal as well. Sorry for the inconvenience. You can install VW motors
in vitually any car. Fabrication of course is always required for the engine mounts but the wiring
is simple. Harness's come raw unless the option of wrapping is chosen. We wrap our harnesses
in clotch friction free tape. All our plug and play standalone engine harnesses come standard
with battery leads, relay holders, self terminated relays. This means no butt connectors and
solder joints. Relays are extended next to the Main ECU connector so it stays dry. The Eurowise
difference! The same good stuff from Germany. We also offer them to be wrapped in Raychem
motorsport heat shrink. This is the expensive stuff that you see in F1 cars. Contact us if you are
looking for a full blown Mil-spec harness. We offer these services too! These are some of
harnesses we make, if you don't see it listed just send us an email! Ship us your good un-cut
harness. Now comes the difficult part, the wiring. I know you offer a plug and play wiring
harness and I want one. I have a few questions though, Do you first need my harness to build it
or do you have harnesses in stock? A: A core will need to be mailed into the shop to have the
harness modification completed. Unfortunately these harnesses have become hard to come by,
and we do not have any modified harnesses in stock. A: Yes the harness is for a deleted
emissions system Q: I am using all vdo gauges does your harness supply me with a tach signal
and speed signal? A: Speed signal you will have to obtain the correct cable for the transmission
which is separate from the engine harness. The tach signal is a little more tricky. It requires a
converter to get the tach signal from a 4 cyl - 6 cylinder to work properly. VR6 Plug and play
installation. Add Oem Friction Wrap? No Thanks! Add Tach Conversion Box? If you have an
mk4 and have not removed the immobilizer from the ecu. It will not start without an immobilizer
deleted. Before putting any of the harness in simply "crank" the engine and make sure it cranks
"normal" When hooking both harness battery leads up be sure to fuse the leads AT the
BATTERY with 30 amp fuses for safety of harness and car in case of chaffing or shorts. Related
Items. Good product. Top quality service! Forum rules Stuck on your VR6 swap? Ask away in
here. Now we all know that there is two types of motors obd1 and obd Some of the wiring is a
bit Different but nothing crazy. Now we have Ce1 and Ce2, all of the vr6 wiring is ce2. Now if
your car is not a Change the dash to a mk3 or you can get the whole interior harness out of a
Now if your car is a Now mind you every plug has its own spot on the fuse box I dont suggest to
splice the wires, if you are going to do the swap do it right. You can get these fuse box from any
ce2 car Use this site to help you out Now for your power source its the red wire that goes in slot
Y4. Dont mind that single wire thats the power source for my OBD port For anyone running a
passat obd1 harness you will see the red and yellow wire in this pic this will power up your
injectors ETC just cut off the end of it and put a connector so it will fit one of the Y slots. This
will be for the starter alarm bypass stick a 15amp fuse in there Now for late model Vrs some
there will be a relay Take that plug and stick it in the Y slot Now you will see a green plug with
two red wires with white stripes on them stick a small 15amp fuse in there. This will be for the
wiper stick a 10amp fuse in there To get the mk3 clocks to work you will need the mk3 Vr clock
harness for the clocks "if the motor is a obd1 you will need a obd1 clock harness samething for
obd2" and igniton harness if your car didnt come with MFA. On the mk3 they have a D plug
which looks like this. This plug already has the D8 wire in it and the aux water pump wire which
is the yellow plug in the picture. The E plug on the mk3 also had a wire for E2. What you do now
is take the D8,E2 and "Immobilizer Uk only" wire and put them in this jumper box. Black plugs
with black jumper boxes etc etc. This will make wiring cleaner and make your life easier. Aux
water pump wire If you have the Mk3 D plug it will go in the yellow jumper box just like how it
looks in the picture. This is what the obd1 k line looks like Now for the OBD port there will be
two brown wires which is the ground which i tapped into the brown wire that goes in slot Z2 and
there will be a yellow and gray wire the yellow is not need for obd2 is needed for obd1 gray is
the k line. Now what you do is connect the gray wire with the gray wire above just cut the clip
off and solder them together note obd1 and obd2 k lines look different as you can see above.
Now the red wire is for power i tapped into the b jumper wires for that. And for obd1 cars
connect the yellow with yellow. Relay are for obd 1 motors only!!!!!!!! Also In the states we use 2
O2 sensors for obd2 motors obd1 1 O2 sensor and in the uk obd1 and 2 only use a single
sensor Here are a pic of the plugs that are not shown in the diagram there will be a big plug and

a small plug. The big plug goes to the pump and the small plug is the vacuum sensor
underneath the manifold If you look under the thermostat housing you will see a bolt that has
threads on top of the bell housing. Last edited by cespo on Tue Aug 20, pm, edited 10 times in
total. I had 2 questions in relation to this image: "second is for the alarm its the turn signals not
need" is it needed in a mk3. Does anyone know what the spare wires goe to? I know U1 and U2
as well as the VR clock, but i dont know what the other 3 are for. Last edited by cespo on Sun
Oct 03, pm, edited 1 time in total. If you have the donor car look at the d plug and you will see
the difference to your d plug in the mk2. And next to that is the VSS which goes into W1 if you
brake the safety clip it will slide right in if you have a plug in there then you will have to tap into
it. And as for the other wires just trace them back and see where they go and report back. Do I
just splice the two together or does the original need disconnecting? IT looks like the original
could be a speed related function on the original stereo - did mk2's come with this? Forums
New posts Search forums. Media New media New comments Search media. Resources Latest
reviews Search resources. Members Current visitors New profile posts Search profile posts.
Log in Register. Search titles only. Search Advanced searchâ€¦. New posts. Search forums. Log
in. For a better experience, please enable JavaScript in your browser before proceeding. People
are always asking for info on swapping TDI motors. I would like to provide a link to the threads
where the swaps have been performed or discussed at depth that would give substantial
knowledge of what is involved. The reason that most of us do swaps is because we are
passionate about either diesel vehicles or we are passionate about the cars we swap the diesels
into. Some are both. I did mine because I love the hell out of the Corrado and I'm super thrifty.
Plus I have a friend who is hardcore TDI and when he drove up to Pa and back without filling up
I was super impressed. The rest is history. Are you really capable of building and maintaining a
TDI swapped car? Hell reviewing all of the swap threads is even better since there are some
interesting tips or tricks in some of the threads that you might want to use. The labor to swap is
more than most realize. The oh btw items is always greater then realized. That way if you tire of
the swap before completion you can always part it out. My suggestion would be to put the
money towards gas purchases but then again I have done three swaps and I'm always dreaming
up my next swaps my wife hates this. Last edited: Apr 17, MrDave Veteran Member. Joined Sep
5, Location km NW of nowhere. Woo hoo, I'm link Here's where I ended up: lots of people ask
lots of questions, let's clear up some things: Questions: -. What are the various TDI engines?
What are the differences between the engines? The water pump is of the traditional style and
operated by the accessory belt. The 1Z and AHU use a traditional wastegate turbo. The oil pump
is driven on a chain by the crank. The water pump in integral to the engine block, and is run by
the timing belt. The 1Z and AHU engines are generally easier to install into the earlier style
chassis due to changes in the block style and changes to the mounting bosses in the later style
engines. What makes the TDI so special? Is there a way around the Immobilizer for the A4
engines? Another option is to use a stand-alone IMMO box. I have yet to hear of it being done
successfully. General Rules of swapping: If the car you are looking to swap into was available
with that engine from the factory, it would be easier and cheaper to sell your car and buy one
with that engine factory installed. Alternately, buy a wrecked car of the same body style and
swap over all of the required pieces. Can I swap a TDI into my: 3a. A1 Rabbit, Jetta 1, Scirocco,
pickup Yes. Use a wrecked Jetta for all the parts to convert a Golf. The A4 engine has been
successfully installed into the A3 3d. It's too much work and effort to convert a car. You'll have
to do the research yourself. Vanagon This is an ongoing project for many people. What
transmission should I use? B4s and A3s come with the 02A 3. For instance, 20V 1. It's only a
4spd though. The most complicated swap is the 02M. It'll rev too high for good mileage, and, uh,
tic-tic-tic-boom. What about the speedo? The early 02A used a mechanical speedo, and those
parts will pop into an O2J as well. As for calibration, I have no idea. What about all the wiring?
There is alot of wiring with the TDI engine and its associated electronics. Keep yourself
organized and it shouldn't be an issue. It's a non-issue, really. Six wires and it's done. There are
more wires involved setting up the cruise control. It is possible to install a hybrid manual pump
on the VE engines. With the manual pump it is possible to get more power from the engine, but
you also lose the ECU controlled continuous fine-tuning of the engine, and controlling the VNT
turbo becomes more complicated. How much will it cost? Depending on your source of the
engine, the completed swap may cost you an aweful lot of money. Search around. What bits will
I need? What other bits and parts can I expect to require later on? From experience, lots of little
things later on. Don't forget all of the bolts and things required to keep everything togeather. As
a side note, the ignition cylinder from a mk3. You CAN use a sidewinder switch blade key. What
is your best advice? There are alot of 1. Reading those will give you plenty of ideas.
Realistically, the TDI swap is a little less complicated. You want to add it to the wiki? G60ING
said:. I would like to provide a link to the threads where the swaps have been performed or

discussed at depth that would give substanial knowledge of what is involved. Joined Jun 20,
Location Sterling, Massachusetts. Was it really necessary to requote the entire post so soon in
the thread? Thanks man for all your great support! Pictures of Rabbit Truck I took tons of
pictures More available upon request.. CFM Veteran Member. Wow, I'm sure that took a lot of
your time TDIsyncro Veteran Member. I think its an AHU, but its got a lot of good dimensional
info that can be used for any of the vintages. I want this thread to remain current but I need your
help. Please make certain your swap has details and some progression from the concept stage
before posting. Tdi Kick Veteran Member. Rockwell Veteran Member. Tdi Kick said:. Last edited:
Feb 1, Houpty GT Veteran Member. I found this incomplete photographic swap for a Corrado.
Should be nice if he completes it. Conan Veteran Member. Not sure where to post this, hope
somebody sees it here. I'm tossing around ideas for a project, and have begun to research
some hosts and donors. I've found an old '80s Honda CRX in good shape with a questionable
motor. Thinking of maybe an older 1Z? Also spotted a couple of Toyota MR2s that caught my
attention. Before I go and do something stupid, I need all the info I can get. For example. I'm in
Colorado. I'm sure if they see an old CRX that belches black smoke, and sounds like a semi,
things will not go well. Any swappers on here from Colorado? Peruse the rest of the site there's a lot of great additional info available. I know a Jetta TDI would be easier, but they're
hard to come by on a budget Does anyone know how much is interchangeable from the Passat
TDI to my Golf - but, more specifically, what isn't interchangeable?! What would I have to
purchase in addition to what I already have between the 2 vehicles to build myself a complete
Golf TDI? Thanks for any response - much appreciated! Lets run down the list of the parts: Use
B4: Engine transmission shifter wiring can stay B4 but its not as good of a fit. It gets tricky
when you start mixing and matching wiring, ECUs, injectors from early b4s to later mk3s as
there were different glowplug wiring and different injector pop pressures. I wasn't so sure that
B4's and mk3's were that universal, but sweet! I originally bought a '97 GTI 2. The engine and
transmission are fine, cars only got , miles on it, new turbo and clutch with about 8, miles on
um, and a new set of snow tires Damn, I want it - neighbors are getting pissed though, with the
current 3 VW's, and I've got 2 Ford Focus' - one I flipped off the highway this winter, and the
other was a parts car for the 1st, haha. Last edited: Apr 3, Put the foci, GTI, trek's aba engine,
and passat shell on craigslist and clear out some room out in the driveway and put a few dollars
into your pocket for pedal cluster and instrument cluster. You really might want to see if you
can get a mk3 tdi engine and front clip wiring harness, ECU and injectors. It really will make
your swap easier and much more factory like. Yeah, I'm in the process of offing it all, Lol I'll
keep on the lookout for mk3 spec TDI bits, but it all seems pretty costly. The money spent is
well worth it from a frustration point of view. The frustration adverted and the look of the final
product is well worth it. You must log in or register to reply here. This site uses cookies to help
personalise content, tailor your experience and to keep you logged in if you register. By
continuing to use this site, you are consenting to our use of cookies. Accept Learn moreâ€¦.
Toyota Pickup, 4Runner, etc. Ford Ranger, Explorer, etc. Suzuki Samurai. Power Stations and
Generators. Marine Applications. All harnesses are custom manufactured so that each
component is located exactly where you need them to be. All harnesses are made with new wire
and terminals. All cables have a thick PVC jacket that is sealed against water ingress for the
ultimate in moisture and abrasion protection. All cables are fully shielded against external
signal interference. All cables are laser engraved so that the labeling will never disappear, even
with brake cleaner! All harnesses are fully bench tested and documented to give you lifetime of
trouble free use. We do not "clip and strip" and hand it back to you like others! We would love
to have a "Buy it now" option, however, we want to design the best solution for your
conversion. In order to that, we will take the following steps:. Contact us , or complete the form
below and we can make you a quote for your specific needs! After we receive your information,
we make sure that you have all the correct parts needed to do the engine conversion and go
over any questions you may have. You provide us with basic measurements from your vehicle
so that we know where everything goes. You send us the core items for us to modify, or
optionally, we can provide all the necessary hardware in case you are missing something. We
review your core parts and confirm everything with you before starting work. We build your
made to measure, standalone harness, install the necessary software, electrically test and
document everything. We send you your new harness! We assist you with any questions that
you may have during the installation. You are a happy customer! Most people ask us to make
the simplest and most efficient harness as possible. This is all customized for you! This is some
of the options we can do! Support for Air Conditioning. Support for Cruise Control. Tachometer
and Pedal Logic Adapters. Vehicle Speed Sensors and Speed Calibrators. Larger Turbo
Chargers and Injector Nozzles. Many more options are available! Don't forget we can supply
Turbos, Injectors and other items to complete your project. If the form doesn't work for you,

please contact us at support fastforward. I received the wiring harness last week and all I can
say is WOW. This thing is quite a sight to behold. I am really impressed with your craftsmanship
and attention to detail with these harnesses. I can't wait to get it all wired up to the TDI engine! I
was impressed with the wiring harness and the turn around time to get it done. I liked the
simplicity of your system and that is was easy to install. Thanks I got it today! Definitely looks
great! That upgrade to the relays, attention to wiring, terminals.. Totally impressed Received my
ALH harness today, and it sure looks amazing. Looks better than a factory engineered VW
harness. Also a modified harness diagram, labeling all circuits in harness like a factory manual.
Search this site. Wire Harnesses. Report abuse. Discussion in ' Everything Technical ' started
by Minglor , Apr 21, Log in or Sign up. Dubs in the Buff. Apr 21, 1. This is some the information I
used to convert my rabbit. Figured I'd put it all in one place in case anyone was interested. I NO
credit for ay of this. I'm just reposting. You can get these fuse box from any ce2 car Use this site
to help you out Now for your power source its the red wire that goes in slot Y4. If you see above
the yellow plug which is slot b a jumper wire has to be in there. Dont mind that single wire thats
the power source for my OBD port For anyone running a passat obd1 harness you will see the
red and yellow wire in this pic this will power up your injectors ETC just cut off the end of it and
put a connector so it will fit one of the Y slots. This will be for the starter alarm bypass stick a
15amp fuse in there Now for late model Vrs some there will be a relay Take that plug and stick it
in the Y slot Now you will see a green plug with two red wires with white stripes on them stick a
small 15amp fuse in there. This will be for the wiper stick a 10amp fuse in there To get the mk3
clocks to work you will need the mk3 Vr harness for the clocks and igniton harness if your car
didnt come with MFA. In back of the fuse box you will need to do a jump D8 to E2 if you take a
look at the fuse box you will get a better understanding if you look at the diagram below you will
see slot D and slot E now theres numbers take a wire to D8 and take the other end to slot E2
These will be the loose wires that will be on the harness starting from left to right First is for
your Mk3 clock. Second is for the alarm its the turn signals not need. Third alarm bypass 15amp
fuse. Sixth is the k line for the obd port now this is for the obd2 the obd1 is different. Seventh is
the vehicle speed sensor that goes in slot W1 if this wire is not hooked up your car will not rev
properly now you can cut off the safety clip and just stick in the plug. Aux water pump wire This
is what the obd1 k line looks like Now for the OBD port there will be two brown wires which is
the ground which i tapped into the brown wire that goes in slo
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t Z2 and there will be a yellow and gray wire the yellow is not need for obd2 is needed for obd1
gray is the k line. Now what you do is connect the gray wire with the gray wire above just cut the
clip off and solder them together note obd1 and obd2 k lines look different as you can see
above. Now the red wire is for power i tapped into the b jumper wires for that. And for obd1 cars
connect the yellow with yellow. Relay are for obd 1 motors only!!!!!!!! Last edited: Apr 21,
Minglor , Apr 21, Apr 22, 2. Jesus Christ. I love me some Minglor. Apr 22, 3. So does it run or
what? Haenszel , Apr 22, Apr 22, 4. This brings back nightmares! Apr 22, 5. Minglor , Apr 22, Apr
26, 6. Love the simplicity. Apr 26, 7. Almost makes me want to do this. Apr 26, 8. You must log in
or sign up to reply here. Show Ignored Content. Share This Page. Your name or email address:
Do you already have an account? No, create an account now. Yes, my password is: Forgot your
password? Forums Search Forums Recent Posts.

